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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Finally, I am sad to report that
Lewis and Diane Riggleman had a house
fire which has left them in need. Lewis was the second

Welcome to the President’s
Corner.

President of our wonderful organization and has continued
in his support and activity with the membership. The
origin of the fire is not known but there was a lightning
storm at the time. The estimated cost of the fire damage is
$20,000.00 for structural damage. They also lost other
items which included numerous pieces of art work, as well
as personal items. If you can find it in your heart to send
them a donation in any amount, large or small, it will aid
them in their hour of need for they do not have insurance.
Please send your donations to;
Lewis Riggleman
P.O.Box, 247
San Antonio, Fl. 33576-0247

This is the start of a New Year
and, as with the start of any new
year, here come the New Year’s
Resolutions. There are a number of old favorites such as
losing weight, exercising, stopping the use of tobacco
products, and so on. I challenge each of you to
contemplate a resolution toward your FABA organization.
Your resolution could come in a number of forms,
Your resolution could be to stretch you knowledge in
blacksmithing by learning and mastering a new technique,
being more involved within the organization, becoming a
demonstrator and demonstrating something you have
mastered, and of course striving to complete the
Journeyman Program Standards. This list is a short list and
there are others that also include the teaching side. The
teaching of techniques to our newer members, who may
not own the equipment, is a way to further their quest of
learning all about blacksmithing. Another resolution might
be to contact past members and encourage them to get reenrolled and involved again with the organization.
Program Chair Kirk Sullens has asked members to
submit theme ideas and a logo for our Annual Meeting.
The person with the winning idea will receive an apple
from Buddy, or…? See page 11 for more.
Remember this is your organization and it moves
forward with your actions, knowledge, and giving spirit. It
has been a joy this year to see the regional meetings
increasing in attendance. This shows that the regional
coordinators are generating an interest and they are
commended for their efforts. Those of you who have not
been attending the meetings, make a more committed
effort to attend, because you are missed.
We welcome three new members this month, Neil
Jackson of Englewood and William and Harriet Watson of
Crestwood. When you see them at our meetings, please
extend a warm welcome and invite them to your forge.

Thank-you for any amount you can assist them with,

Happy Hammering
John Boy Watson
The Southeast Region Quarterly
Statewide Meeting has been
rescheduled for the weekend of
March 21st and 22nd. See pages 6-7
for details.
Editor’s Note: The original article:
“Gordon Williams’ Copper Patina,”
By Gordon Williams & Mike Barton,
which was featured in last month’s Clinker
Breaker, was missing it’s last page. I’m so sorry I
did this. The entire article is reprinted in this
Clinker Breaker.

David Reddy, Editor

FOR SALE
Aurora Tool Works, #2 Morse taper Camel
back drill press with automatic feed. Belt
driven, 4 speeds, single phase. Runs great
$850.00
Contact Ray Nager
863-398-4995
Solid cherry wood display case for sale.
Handmade with locking display top and drawer. $500
or best offer.

John Butler 850 445 1476
This RIDGID Peddinghaus Model #12,
125kg/276 pound anvil was the first purchase and
centerpiece for my upgraded
shop two years ago, but an
injury kept me from completing
the shop. No work has been
performed on its face. I detest
an excellent tool going unused.
Here’s an opportunity for another Floridian to put this
Peddinghaus to work and save hundreds off the new
purchase + shipping while getting new quality.
$1450. To FABA members. Pickup in Sarasota area.

Bryan Stults, 941.716.7745
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of

Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical
blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this
craft. FABA Officers and members assume no
responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as
a result of the use of any information, materials, design,
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker
Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes a
subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid
articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.
Send to: editor@blacksmithing.org Materials submitted
must be your own work and citations of others must be
clearly identified. By submitting material, you are
allowing FABA to edit, print and post them to FABA’s
website. ABANA Chapter newsletters may reprint noncopyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this
newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission to
reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Bob Jacoby
John Pfund
Shaun Williams
Lisa Anne Conner

904-613-2626
850-528-3280
954-274-4119
813-505-8041

bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
johnwpfund@aol.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com
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STATEWIDE MEETING IS IN MARCH!
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REGIONAL REPORTS
SE - December Meeting
Hello again everyone and Happy New Year!!! I hope
everyone had a happy holidays and that the new year is
healthy, happy and prosperous. Here in the Southeast
Region, we're busy as ever spreading the word and
planning for our upcoming SE Region conference. Due
to a conflict at Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation,
we have rescheduled our SE Regional Quarterly
Statewide Conference from February to March 21st
and 22nd 2015. Francis Trez Cole will be unable to
attend and we are pursuing another hammer making
instructor. Joel Schwartz, founder of Schwartz's Forge
and Metalworks, Inc., will be demonstrating repousse
techniques for the creation of leaf work and medallions.
This should be an amazing conference and we’re hoping
to have a really great turnout (See Pages 6&7 for details).
Hope to see you all there.
Our December meeting was held at Makers Square in
Downtown Fort Lauderdale. The meeting was attended
by Ed Aaron, William Kahl, Joel Schwartz, Pete Hill,
Ralph Nettles, Sylvia Andrassy, Amy McGrotty and
myself. After a planning
session for our Regional
Conference, Joel Schwartz
proceeded to lead Sylvia
Andrassy and Amy
McGrotty in making a hardy
hot cut from a piece of axle
shaft. Although it was the
ladies' first time team
striking, Joel's patience, skill
and experience combined
with their energy and
exuberance made short work
of the project.
As some of you may know, I am administering a
Facebook page for the SE Region. I try to post helpful
tutorials, vendor information and other valuable
blacksmithing resources. Look us up and request an
invite at Florida Artist Blacksmith Association Southeast
Region. I look forward to hearing from all of you.
We continue to hold an open forge at my shop most
every Sunday, which has come to be called the “Sunday
Bunch.” Regular attendees are Sylvia Andrassy, Amy
McGrotty, Cameron Baird and Richard Berman. We were
recently joined by Pete Johnson a traveling blacksmith
from Boston who spent two weekends at my shop helping
out with tool making. In anticipation of the hammer
making class to be held at our regional conference, Pete
and I forged a hardy cupping tool on his last Sunday at

my shop. We are expecting Pete back down in the area at
the end of the month and are planning on having an early
hammer making clinic at my shop Sunday, February 1st.
The Love Burn weekend is quickly approaching,
February 12th through the 15th , and there is still an
opportunity for artist blacksmiths who are interested in
contributing to the project, billed by the South Florida
New Times as one of the premier art events of the year.
If there is any blacksmith in Florida that would be
interested in displaying a “large” art piece at The Love
Burn, please contact me. Organizers are offering to help
with the logistics of picking up large pieces, displaying
them and then returning them to the artists. The theme of
the Love Burn is “Heroes & Villains” but there are no
restrictions on the art piece subject. Dark Angel Armory
and Forge is contributing a ten foot tall maiden of steel,
the goddess Venus on a scallop shell, as the effigy for the
Love Burn. Forged from a lattice work of riveted 3/16"
by 3/4 inch flat bar, the Iron Maiden will be filled with
wood and hay to be burned at the Love Burn. I'll be
posting more pictures as we make progress towards
completion of the project. Most of the The Sunday Bunch
will be attending The Love Burn and camping out. We
are planning on spending the weekend demonstrating
blacksmithing. If anyone is interested in joining us and
camping with us, tickets can be purchased up until
January 25th at (www.theloveburn.com).
Our regular February Southeast Region
monthly meeting will be held at Tanah Keeta Boy
Scout Reservation on February 21st starting at 9 am.
We will have a demonstrator on hand and off course there
will be open forges. We will be doing an "Iron in the
Hat." So everyone please bring any items that you would
like to donate to the next meeting. Raffle tickets will be
$1.00 each, seven for $5.00 or fifteen for $10.00. Typical
donation items are raw materials for blacksmithing
projects (ie. Tool Steels or knife scales) and/or finished
projects. The funds raised from Iron in the Hat go
towards supporting the Southeast Region.
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Shaun Williams

Tallahassee (Jr.) Museum. Speaking of Murph, he was working
at one of the Hand cranked coal forges out in the yard with
The NE Region kicked off the New Year on January 3rd at Steve Endfinger. They were making steel strikers for "Flint and
Barberville. The meeting was well attended with a lot of new
Steel" fire starters. At the other Hand-cranked coal forge John
faces, and while I didn't get an exact head count, we did go
Boy made the Bulldog hook and an oyster knife from a railroad
through 4 gallons of chili and a whole host of side dishes and
spike. John Boy is getting very good at making both of those
desserts!
things. When he stopped for lunch, Clarence Jackson took over
Allen Hardwicke brought along an axle which he promptly using that forge and made a knife from a file. Speaking of
cut up with a Stihl abrasive cut-off saw. Allen then worked
lunch, it was a feast! Bob and Ivey made Venison chili and a
with Ben Gilliam forging a hardie tool for Ben's anvil. Ben
potato soup that was my favorite dish. So many side dishes and
Rogers mentored several smith's at the outdoor forges jumping, deserts were brought that I can't remember them all. Even with
back and forth between several projects. Rhonda Clark worked almost 80 people, there was plenty for everyone and still some
one of the forges for several hours. It was the first time Steve
left over. Ivey let me take home some of the potato soup so
and Rhonda Clark visited the NE Region and they enjoyed the Suzy and her father got to try it. It was Really Good! I just
day and Rhonda got a bunch of forging accomplished.
want to say "A Big Thanks to everyone who helped out,
The February meeting will be held at Steve and Dina
especially Ivey and Bob who did such a good job of planning
Estenson's shop (see P.3 map and directions). This meeting, and preparing that it made it easy for all of us to relax and have
which is held near The Villages, is always a favorite for the
a Good Time" I really enjoyed it and am looking forward to the
hospitality, the opportunity to see a successful blacksmithing
next one.
shop, and the great demonstrations that Steve arranges.
The February meeting will be held at the residence of
Finally, I was saddened to hear that fellow FABA
Lou and Skeeter Prather on Saturday, February 14th.
members, and good friends, Lewis and Diane Riggleman
Skeeter has asked Bill Roberts from Ocala to demonstrate
suffered a house fire on December 23rd. Fortunately, no one
for us. Skeeter did not request any specific demo, so it will
was hurt. Unfortunately, they were not insured so if you'd like be Bill's choice. Besides the regular "Iron in the Hat", there
to help in any way, you can reach them at P.O. Box 247 San
will be a "Show and Brag" table. Please bring Items to Show
Antonio, FL 33576. Or, a GoFundMe website has been set up off but not donate for the "Show and Brag" table as well as
at: www.gofundme.com/jrxxpg.
things to donate for the "Iron in the Hat". $5.00 worth of tickets
will be given to donors of Hand Forged items. Since the
Bob Jacoby
meeting will be on Valentines Day, I am requesting Heart
Theme items for the "Iron in the Hat".(maybe I can win
something for Suzy). The Demonstration will start at 9:00 and
NW January Meeting
lunch will be served about noon (right after the Iron in the Hat
Hello Everyone, My name is John Pfund. The P is
silent.(as in swimming, my wife Suzy likes to say) I think that's Raffle). A main dish of Sony's Bar-B-Que will be provided as
will beverages and lots of places to sit and eat. Please bring
kind of a dumb joke, but in my new job as Northwest Region
side dishes and deserts.
Coordinator, I'll take what I can get. This is my first regional
report. My first meeting as NW Coordinator was on Saturday,
Jan. 10 at the residence of Ivey and Bob Stott in Bainbridge,
John Pfund
GA. And it was a Duzy! Anybody know where that word
comes from? I do, so if you don't, ask me next time you see me.
SW February Meeting will be February 28th at
If you can't wait until you see me, then call me at 850-5283280. I might've spelled it wrong. It could be Duzie. I spelled it Jerry & Mary Standifer’s in Palmetto. We will have a
"Duo Demo" with Jerry Wolfe and Peter Chamberlain
like Suzy. I go with what I know. I digress.
The meeting was a Great one. It was a joint meeting with
teaming up to create a "Joinery Tree." Come and see this
The Southern Bladesmiths which contributed to a large
creation of various shapes and joints. Should be fun.
attendance. There were 61 people signed in, but 78 were
Jerry has one of the nicest shops
counted enjoying the meal. Next time I'm gonna put the sign in around and Mary puts out some
sheet at the start of the food line. Just kidding, maybe not! I
wonderful food, so this is always a
was running the "Iron in the Hat" raffle and there were a LOT
great meeting. Bring a side dish and
of donations and lots of tickets sold. Auctioning the "Bulldog"
an Iron in the Hat item. There will
hook John Boy made and signing up two new members, just
added to the prosperity of the event. T. Paul McGowan was the be a “Show and Brag” table, so bring
along something you’re working on.
main demonstrator. He was working with a gas forge in Bob's
Don’t forget your safety glasses.
shop, which is well equipped with a Big homemade power
hammer press combo and lots of tools for making knives and
anything else you might need. T. Paul was making knives, first
Jerry Wolfe
one from a file and then one from a round rod. Next he handed
the hammer to Nick Yarborough and said, "Now it's your turn".
(Lewis Carroll Sculpture
Nick has been apprenticing with Mike Murphy at The

NE - December Meeting

Garden, NY, NY)

2015 Southeast Regional Conference
MA.
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Southeast Region cordially invites you to join us at our regional
blacksmithing conference .There will be demonstrators, open forges and good food, fellowship and
learning.
Location: The conference will be held at the Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Reservation, located at 8501
Southeast Boy Scout Road, Jupiter, Florida 33469. From I-95 in Jupiter, Florida, exit Indiantown Road
and head east to Island Way. Turn left on Island Way and follow the road 4.3 miles to Southeast
Country Club Drive. Turn left on Southeast Country Club Drive and continue .6 of a mile to Southeast
Boy Scout Road. Turn Left on Southeast Boy Scout Road and then follow the signs to our meeting
area.
Accommodations: Free on location tent and RV camping is available at Tanah Keeta Scout
Reservation. RV parking is allowed only in the designated parking lot area and there are no RV utility
hook ups. Cabins are available at Tanah Keeta. Eight person cabins with bathroom facilities nearby
are $80.00 (1-8 people) for the weekend. Two person dorm rooms that share a bathroom with another
two person dorm are $40.00 (1-2 people) for the weekend.
Tent and RV camping is also available at Jonathan Dickinson , 16450 Southeast Federal Highway,
Hobe Sound, Florida 22455. (772) 546-2771. http://www.floridastateparks.org/jonathandickinson/
Hotel accommodations:
Comfort Inn & Suites
6752 West Indiantown Road, Jupiter, FL, US, 33458-3978
Phone: (561)745-7997
Fax: (561) 768-0022
http://www.comfortinn.com/hotel-jupiter-florida-FL657?source=gglocalai
Fairfield Inn & Suites West Palm Beach Jupiter
6748 Indiantown Road Jupiter Florida 33458 USA
Phone: 1-561-748-5252
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/pbijp-fairfield-inn-and-suites-west-palm-beach-jupiter/
Food and refreshments: A delicious lunch will be available on Saturday at $5.00 per plate with a
choice of one entrée, pulled pork, grilled chicken breast, hamburger or hot dog and two sides, including
baked beans, collard greens, corn, chips, potato salad, and one drink, soda or water. Soda and water
will also be available for sale all day.
CLINKER BREAKER, FEBRUARY, 2015

SE Region Quarterly Statewide Conference Agenda
MARCH 21-22, 2015
Friday evening welcome campfire social with hot chocolate, smores, crackers and cheese.
Saturday AM- Joel Schwartz, formerly of Schwartz’s Forge and Metalworks of New York will be
demonstrating repousee techniques for the creation of leaf work and medallions.
Joel Schwartz’s biography is below.
Saturday PM- Hammer making instructor (TBD): will be teaching a hammer making class from
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm on Saturday. Heat treating of the hammers will be done on Sunday morning.
Open forges will be available all day.
Trade Item: continuing the tradition started at the 2013 FABA conference, Southeast Region will
also conduct a trade item exchange. The Trade Item will be a key chain. Anyone interested in entering
the trade exchange, can make the item. Participants will bring their item to the conference where they
will be on display all day Saturday. Saturday afternoon, after all demonstrations are completed, the
names of participants will be placed in a hat and each will draw a name. Each participant will get to
take home the item made by the person whose name they drew.
Iron in the Hat: Southeast Region will also be hosting an Iron in the Hat drawing. Participants are
asked to bring an item they would like to donate to the drawing. Tickets to the drawing will be sold
throughout the day on Saturday and the Iron in the Hat drawing will be conducted Saturday afternoon
after demonstrations are concluded.
Tailgate Sale: All conference attendees are welcome to bring items for sale in our Tailgate Sale Area.
Demonstrator Joel Schwartz has been blacksmithing since 1972. He studied engineering before turning to art
metals. First as a jeweler and then as a blacksmith, Joel studied under Tom
Markusen, Albert Paley, and the late Brent Kington. Formal education ended with
a Master of Fine Art from Southern Illinois University. In 1977 he started
Schwartz’s Forge and Metalworks, doing work for the high end residential market
mainly in New York City, Connecticut and New Jersey. Using traditional and
modern blacksmithing techniques on steel, bronze, monel and stainless, Joel created
curved stair railings, entry doors and other ornamental metal work of the highest
quality with a variety of finishes for many well known clients. Schwartz’s Forge
did most production processes in-house including machining, forging, press work,
and innovative repousee techniques to reduce production time significantly. Joel
will be demonstrating repousee techniques for the creation of leaf work and
medallions.
Joel has always openly shared his techniques with other smiths and demonstrated
at several ABANA conferences and served on the Board of Trustees of ABANA.
In 2014 he relocated to Pompano Beach, FL and continues to participate in the field
through FABA and Maker’s Square in Ft Lauderdale. Joel’s Joel Schwartz
Architectural Metals, LLC, provides design services, production consultation,
estimating, and sales representation for Koenig Iron Works, Inc., New York, NY.

Gordon Williams’ Copper Patina
By

Gordon Williams & Mike Barton
Introduction:
This is the recipe and method of application that was demonstrated by Gordon Williams at the 2014 FABA Annual Conference in
Ocala, Fl. Caution: Do this outside or in a well ventilated area!
List of Supplies:
1. One gallon of water in a plastic jug.
2. One 32 ounce container root killer crystals (copper sulfate).
3. One 16 ounce bottle of hydrogen peroxide.
4. One gallon muriatic acid.
5. An 8 ounce plastic measuring cup.
6. A small plastic funnel.
7. One 16 ounce empty spray bottle.
Discussion:
1. The water can be purchased anywhere that has it in a plastic jug.
2. Roebic K77 or ZEP Root killer can be purchased at the local big box hardware stores.
Check the contents to insure the active ingredient is at least 98% copper sulfate.
3. The hydrogen peroxide can be purchased at any pharmacy including Whalemart.
4. The Muriatic acid can be purchased at most hardware stores or Whalemart.
5. The measuring cup, funnel, and spray bottle should be readily available at home or pick them up at your favorite store.
6. Repeat after me; "This ain't rocket science."

Let's Mix Some Solution:
1. Put on safety glasses and pour out about 6 ½ ounces of water from the gallon water jug (you might as well drink it, you paid for
it). Carefully pour the same amount of copper sulfate crystals into the gallon water jug. Seal the jug and shake thoroughly to mix
crystals into solution. Check and agitate as necessary to ensure complete mixing of solution.
2. Mark your 16 ounce spray bottle with a line 2 inches from the bottom and then add another line
3 ½ inches from the bottom.
3. Label the area below the 2 inch line CS Solution for copper sulfate solution, label the 1 ½ inch area
between the two lines Muriatic Acid, and label the remaining area above the lines Hydrogen Peroxide.
4. If you removed them, put your safety glasses back on. Remove the spray head from the bottle. Using
the small plastic funnel, carefully pour in the mixed copper sulfate solution and fill the bottle to the top
of the first line marked CS Solution. Put the cap back on the Copper Sulfate solution container.
SAFETY: Always add acid to water or a water solution and do it very slowly. When acid mixes with
water it causes an exothermic reaction causing it to get so hot it boils. If you add the acid to the
water the reaction occurs on the bottom under the water and is less likely to splash acid onto your
skin or in your eyes.
5. Carefully open the container of muriatic acid and, using the small plastic funnel, very slowly add small amounts to the spray
bottle until the liquid level reaches the top of the next fill line marked muriatic acid. Put the cap back on the muriatic acid
container.
6. Open the container of Hydrogen Peroxide and, using the small funnel, slowly add it into the spray bottle until it is filled to
about one inch below the threads at the neck. Put the spray head back on the bottle and carefully shake it to thoroughly mix the
solution. The solution should turn green when it is properly proportioned and thoroughly mixed. Let the solution stand overnight
before use.
7. Put the cap back on the Hydrogen Peroxide bottle and store it, the Copper Sulfate crystals, and the Muriatic Acid bottle.
8. Repeat after me; "This ain't rocket science."
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Gordon Williams’ Copper Patina,

continued

Editor’s Note: The original of this

article, which was featured in last month’s
Clinker Breaker, was missing it’s last page.
I’m so sorry I did this. The entire article is
1. Take the piece you wish to apply the copper patina on and lightly sand the
reprinted here.
areas you want to highlight, with no lower than 120 grit sand paper, until they
Let's Make It Work:

are clean of scale and wipe the piece clean of sanding grit.

David Reddy, Editor

2. Hold the piece in an open area and lightly spray it with the patina solution. You will see an immediate bright copper plating of
the areas that were cleaned. Let solution stand on piece for a minute or two and then rinse off.
3. Blow off all water or shake it off and let it dry completely, watching for it to develop a slightly rusty haze. Now buff out the
piece with a soft cotton cloth, removing all the haze and buffing until the copper is shiny. Be certain when you buff the piece all
the haze is removed so it will not develop rust.
4. Clear coat the piece immediately after buffing with a satin or high gloss finish as desired.
5. Repeat after me; "This ain't rocket science".
Tips and Tricks:
1. To get a little more of the old copper penny look you can increase the ratio of acid to the mix of the final solution by starting
with about a half an ounce more. Increase the ratio if necessary after testing the Patina solution and checking the results. Be sure
to remark your spray bottle with the new Muriatic Acid level for future reference.
2. You can remove the permanent marker lines on the spray bottle by marking over the permanent marker lines with a dry erase
marker. Wipe off all marker ink with a dry paper towel and then dampen a clean corner of the paper towel to remove any marker
ink left over. When dry, put your new lines on with permanent marker.
3. You can make as many different types of Copper Patina spray bottles as you want. Just be sure to mark them for the correct
mixing ratio and your name for the type of patina created.
4. You can use an old (not worn out or loaded with junk) sanding belt for cleaning up the areas for highlighting with the Copper
Patina solution.

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Walt Anderson Scholarship 2015
This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Walt Anderson, one of our charter members. Its purpose is
to further the craft of blacksmithing and is available to any FABA member in good standing. The award is limited to
the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid at
the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:
1. What is your name, address and phone number?
2. How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3. How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
4. What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
5. What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class?
6. What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?
Note: By accepting the Walt Anderson Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned
and write a report of the learning experience, including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker Breaker. The next
item is not required but strongly suggested that an article made by the new knowledge be offered for auction at the
Annual meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair, FABA Scholarship Committee, 777
Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is June 30, 2015. Three finalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the Board
shall be final. The successful applicant will be notified.

THE SNAP PUNCH
Submitted by Clyde Payton
In casual conversation with a friend recently, I used the term “Snap Punch.” Immediately my friend wanted to
know what this was. I told him. Soon after, he called me saying that he bought himself a “snap punch” and found
it to be “invaluable!” Quickly my residual cerebellum fired a spark – write about this handy tool for the CLINKER
BREAKER – someone else who doesn’t know about this tool may want to know about it.
DESCRIPTION –
First, you do not strike this punch with a hammer. It’s overall length is from 4 to 5 inches. It has a two piece
hollow barrel which accommodates an internal spring and trigger mechanism and a top piece which is pushed
downward by hand in order to release a small, spring loaded prick punch with a forceful snap. This rather
powerful snap is what “hammers” the punch into the metal in order to make a tiny indentation where you intend to
drill a hole. It will give you far greater accuracy than any hammer driven punch, and is much easier and safer to
use.

(Starrett “Automatic Center Punch”)
USE –
The snap punch is a “lay out” tool. It is primarily used by machinists and tool makers. It is used for precision
layout work. It is likewise very useful to the blacksmith when she or he wishes to do precise hole drilling or
establish precise reference points. Using a snap punch is a must when predrilled “pilot holes” are called for.
SOURCE AND COST –
This tool can be bought/ordered from most industrial tool & supply places. An excellent one is made by Starrett
Tool – but it is also very expensive. If you are good at hiding your shame, you can get an import from Harbor
Freight for around five dollars.
If you have never used a snap punch I recommend getting one right away. I wager you will never be without one
again! And please let me know what you think about it.

HAPPY HAMMERING
Clyde
Editor’s note:

Back in the dark ages, when I was in the White Springs Volunteer Fire Department, we
were given an automatic center punch as part of our emergency equipment. Press the punch to an automobile’s
SIDE window and the “snap” will break the window - handy at car accidents (Worked on 90s and before cars, can’t
swear on newer. DO NOT break a window by an occupied seat! Glass showers down.). I keep one of these
punches in the side pocket on my driver’s door, handy for other people’s wrecks, but also handy if you end up in a
lake or Tampa Bay and your power windows don’t feel like working.

STAY 50 FEET BACK
David
CLINKER BREAKER, FEBRUARY 2015

EDITOR’S NOTE: Due to circumstances beyond my belief this page
became available to highlight the only leading entry in the contest to
choose a logo and theme for the 2015 Annual Meeting in Ocala.
Established May 18, 1985, FABA will turn 30 this year. I don’t know
about you, but 30 was a good age for me. I was old enough to know
what I wanted and young enough to do something about it.
Unfortunately, what I wanted did not include the graphic arts.
So, Happy Birthday FABA as you reach the Big THREE-O. Here’s
hoping somebody comes up with a better logo and theme than this one.
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Jordan Thomas
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WebMaster

Michael Kummer

941-345-5745

web@blacksmithing.org

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Date __________ New____ Renewal ____
Name_________________________________
Spouse’s Name__________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
City
State
Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter by PDF______

Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________
Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:
Gary Kemp, FABA Treasurer
11045 Fernway Lane
Dade City, FL 33525

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

